
 
 
 

Automated IASTM for Lateral Epicondylitis Shows Efficacy 
 in Reducing Pain, Increasing Grip Strength and Improving Arm Function  

 
Lateral epicondylitis affects up to 10 million people annually in the United States. Although it’s 
known as tennis elbow, this overuse injury afflicts more than just tennis players, including 
golfers, fitness enthusiasts, gamers and construction and manufacturing workers. 
 
Cause and Symptoms. Repetitive movements can cause damage to the wrist extensor tendon 
near the attachment at the lateral epicondyle of the elbow. Symptoms include pain at the elbow, 
difficulty gripping and lifting, achiness, burning pain and chronic pain while sleeping.   
 
IASTM Treatment. One clinically proven treatment is instrument-assisted soft tissue mobilization 
(IASTM), also called Graston Technique®, HawkGrip® or Gua Sha. By inducing controlled 
microtrauma, IASTM breaks down scar tissue, releases adhesions and elicits a local 
inflammatory response that promotes the synthesis of new collagen and remodeling of 
connective tissue.1 Typically administered by physical therapists, chiropractors or other 
healthcare professionals, IASTM is reported to significantly improve soft tissue function and 
range of motion, reduce pain and shorten the time to return to activity.2  
 
Evaluation of automated IASTM 
The new Fiix Elbow device from Stā Active™ automates IASTM for convenient, efficient home 
self-care. This wearable unit delivers repetitive linear strokes to the forearm to increase blood 
flow and collagen production to promote healing.   
 
Therapeutic protocol includes using the Fiix Elbow for 10 minutes per day, three times per week 
for eight weeks, plus performing stretching and strengthening exercises. To evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Fiix Elbow through a patient trial, Stā Active consulted with the School of 
Kinesiology at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis-St. Paul. 
 
Study Overview. The study was a single intervention group pre-post-test design with no control 
group. Two-thirds of the subjects were male, and one-third female; 59% were 45-54 years old, 
33% were ages 55-64 and 8% were 35-44. The majority were chronic tennis elbow sufferers, 
with 83% dealing with it for more than three months.  
 
Consistent with published studies, racquet sports were not the leading cause of this injury.  
Instead, subjects cited exercise and weightlifting (50% of participants), computer work (33%), 
non-racquet sports (29%) and manual labor (17%).  
 
During the 10-week trial, subjects were instructed to continue doing activities tolerated prior to 
implementing the Fiix Elbow treatment, provided that their pain level did not exceed a 6 on a 0-
10 pain scale, with 0 being no pain and 10 being maximum pain.  
 
Data was collected on three continuous dependent variables:  grip strength, arm function and 
pain score.  
 



Results 
Jürgen Konczak, Ph.D., and his associates at the University of Minnesota conducted statistical 
analysis of the data. Primary analyses compared the mean (paired-samples t-test) or median 
(Wilcoxon singed-rank test) differences; a secondary analysis determined the correlation 
between variables at Baseline and Week 10. Significance was accepted at p=0.05 level. 
Appropriate corrections to this p-value for repeated testing were made using the Holms-
Bonferroni method; and data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 26.0.3 
 
Grip Strength. Participants’ grip strength was measured with a handheld dynamometer at 
Baseline and Week 10. Use of the Fiix Elbow device was associated with significantly higher 
grip strength after the treatment, with a median of 90 pounds post-treatment, compared to a 
median of 60 pounds at Baseline. Overall, there was a mean relative improvement in grip 
strength of 84.9%.  
 
Arm Function. The Upper Extremity Functional Index (UEFI) is a patient-recorded outcome 
measure used to assess the functional impairment in individuals with a musculoskeletal upper 
limb dysfunction. In absolute terms, the mean change in UEFI was 26 (standard deviation = 
17.3), which corresponds to a mean relative improvement of 75.6% in functional activities. 
The Fiix Elbow intervention demonstrated a statistically significant increase in the mean UEFI 
scores from Baseline to Week 10, indicating greater arm functionality.  
 
Pain Score. Using a visual analog scale for the level of pain prior to and post intervention (0=no 
pain, 10=maximum pain), subjects self-reported scores at Baseline and Week 10. Results 
showed a statistically significant decrease in reported pain scores after the use of the Fiix Elbow 
device, with 96 percent of all participants experiencing reduced pain.  
 
Control Group. Although this trial did not include a control group, the scientific literature for a 
rest-and-wait approach to lateral epicondylitis shows minimal, if any, improvement. For instance, 
one study found a 0.33% increase in average grip strength in the rest-and-wait group in 10 
weeks, with a 5.87% increase in the exercise group.4 
 
Furthermore, in another study that compared the efficacy of physiotherapy with rest-and-wait or 
a corticosteroid injection over 52 weeks to treat lateral epicondylitis, researchers reported, “An 
approach combining elbow manipulation and exercise has a superior benefit to wait-and-see 
and corticosteroid injection protocols.”5 
 
The Fiix Elbow protocol incorporates both a proven clinical manipulation therapy (IASTM) and 
exercise for improved overall outcomes.  
 
Conclusion 
Trial evidence demonstrates that use of the Fiix Elbow by Stā Active to treat lateral epicondylitis 
over 10 weeks, along with stretching and strengthening exercises, results in significant 
improvements in patient functionality and well-being, including increased grip strength, greater 
arm function and reduced pain.  
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